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MANY-DIMENSIONAL OBSERVABLES 
ON LUKASIEWICZ TRIBE: CONSTRUCTIONS, 
CONDITIONING AND CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE 
TOMAS KROUPA 
Probability on collections of fuzzy sets can be developed as a generalization of the classi-
cal probability on a-algebras of sets. A Lukasiewicz tribe is a collection of fuzzy sets which 
is closed under the standard fuzzy complementation and under the pointwise application 
of the Lukasiewicz t-norm to countably many fuzzy sets. An observable is a fuzzy set-
valued mapping defined on a cr-algebra of sets and satisfying some additional properties; 
formally, the role of an observable is in a sense analogous to that of a random variable in 
classical probability theory. This article aims at studying and surveying some properties of 
observables on a Lukasiewicz tribe of fuzzy sets with a special focus on many-dimensional 
observables. Namely, the definition and basic construction techniques of observables are 
discussed. A method for a reasonable construction and interpretation of a joint observable 
is proposed. Further, the contribution contains results concerning conditioning of observ-
ables. We continue in our study [3] of conditional independence in this framework and 
conclude that semi-graphoid properties are preserved. 
Keywords: state, observable, tribe of fuzzy sets, conditional independence 
AMS Subject Classification: 60B99, 06D39 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Probability on fuzzy sets has been developing since the publication of the paper [16] 
by Zadeh. Its aim is to capture both the vagueness (usually expressed by means of 
fuzzy set theory) and stochastic uncertainty (usually modeled by probability mea-
sures). An approach presented herein is based on MV-algebraic probability theory 
developed by Riecan and Mundici [10]. 
It is however worth mentioning that probability on fuzzy sets as a special branch 
of probability on MV-algebras belongs equally to a much wider context of measure 
theory on ordered structures such as quantum logics [8] and triangular norm based 
tribes [1]. After all, the terminology and some of the basic definitions (state, observ-
able, tribe) introduced in the next section originate from both the above mentioned 
theories. 
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2. BASIC NOTIONS 
This section summarizes essential constructions of probability on fuzzy sets as ap-
pearing in [10] and [2]. Let us start by recalling essential notions of measure-
theoretical probability: probability space is a triple (ft, A, P) , where ft is a non-
empty set, A is a <r-algebra of subsets of ft and P is a non-negative measure such 
that P(ft) — 1. (Real) random variable £ on (ft, A, P) is an A-measurable mapping 
£ : ft —> R, where R is endowed with Borel a-algebra. 
2.1. Lukasiewicz tribe 
Lukasiewicz tribe is a many-valued generalization of a cr-algebras of sets. Let ft be 
a non-empty set and [0, l)n be a family of all functions from ft to [0,1]. For any 
f,g G [0, l ] n , the Lukasiewicz operations ©,® are defined pointwise for all u) G ft: 
(f 0 g)(u) := min(l, f(u) + g(u)), 
(f ® <1)M := max(0, f(u) + g(u) - 1). 
A unary operation -. (standard complement) is further defined: 
( - . / ) ( C J ) : - = 1 - / ( C J ) , u e n . 
A function on ft which is identically equal to zero (one) is denoted by 0 and 1, 
respectively. 
A Lukasiewicz tribe T on ft is a collection of functions T C [0,1]Q such that 
1. 0 G r, 
2. / G r =» -./ e r, 
3. / „ G r =* © n G N / n G r , where © n e N / n ( " ) := l i m , ™ © £ = 1 /fc(u/), u G ft. 
Observe that the pointwise limit in the last expression always exists as the sequence 
/i(u;), fi(u) © /2(<^),... is monotone and bounded. Elements of T are called fuzzy 
sets on ft. Boolean skeleton r v of T consists of the subsets of ft corresponding to 
indicator functions in T, i. e. 
r v := {A c n: iu G r>. 
These are the fundamental.properties [1] of a Lukasiewicz tribe T: 
i. i G r, 
2. fn €T => VTIGN/™
 e ^ ' where the supremum is exactly the pointwise supre-
mum of real-valued functions, 
3. r v is a a-algebra of subsets of ft, 
4. each fuzzy set / G T is rv-measurable. 
Example 1. Let A be a cr-algebra of subsets of ft. Then TA := {IU : A G .4} is a 
Lukasiewicz tribe. 
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Example 2. Let [0, l]n be a collection of all fuzzy sets on ft. Trivially, [0, l]n is 
a Lukasiewicz tribe and each fuzzy set / E [0,1}Q is measurable with respect to the 
O--algebra of all subsets of ft. 
Any Lukasiewicz tribe T is obviously endowed with a partial ordering which is 
just the pointwise ordering of fuzzy sets on ft. Consequently, according to [7], T 
forms a distributive lattice with the greatest element 1 and the lowest element 0, 
where the supremum V and the infimum A are defined pointwise. Any Lukasiewicz 
tribe is also a-complete as a lattice, i. e. any non-empty countable subset of T has 
a supremum in T. 
Given a lattice L with supremum V and infimum A whose order is <, let us 
made this stipulation for an,a E L: a notation an / a stands for 'ai < a^ < . . . 
and VnGNa^ = a- ' Analogously, a notation an \ a means 'ai > a^ > . . . and 
AnGN °""> = °" 
Notice that not every Lukasiewicz tribe T is closed with respect to the usual 
pointwise multiplication of real functions. Instead of requiring that T be closed with 
respect to the multiplication we use the following purely technical simplification. 
Example 3. Given a rr-algebra A of subsets of ft, let AA be a collection of all A-
measurable [0, l]-valued functions on ft. Then AA is a Lukasiewicz tribe (so called 
full tribe) on ft. 
2.2. S ta te 
A state on a Lukasiewicz tribe is a counterpart of a probability measure on a a-
algebra. A state m on a Lukasiewicz tribe T is a mapping 
m : T -> [0,1] 
such that for all f,g,fn£T'. 
1. m(l) = 1, 
2. f ® g = 0 => m(f ® g) = m(f) +m(g), 
3. fn/f^ m(fn) / m(f). 
The condition f®g = 0 is equivalent to requiring f + g < 1. Any state is monotone 
(f < g => m(f) < m(g)) and one can also demonstrate that for any f,g E T: 
m(f ®g) = m(f) + m(g) - m(f ® g). 
Example 4. Let T be a Lukasiewicz tribe on Q. Then a projection 
TTu, : / »"* / M 
is a state on T for each u E fi. 
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Example 5. Let (fi, A, P) be a probability space. Then T& is a Lukasiewicz tribe 
and a mapping m : T4 —> [0,1] given by 
m : IU »-» P(-A) 
is a state on 7^. 
Example 6. For any probability space (fi,*4,P), let .AA be the full tribe on fi. 
A mapping mp : AA —> [0,1] given by 
mp:f^ I fdP 
Jn 
is a state on >tA. 
2.3. Observable 
An observable has an analogous role as a random variable in classical probability 
theory. In what follows, X denotes a set, B is a cr-algebra of its subsets and Bn := 
a({ X i=1Bi : Bi e B}) is a product cr-algebra of n copies of B. 
Let T be a Lukasiewicz tribe. An n-dimensional observable x on T is a mapping 
x : Bn -> T 
such that for all A,B,AkeB
n: 
1. x(Xn) = 1, 
2. A fi B = 0 =» x(A) ® x(B) = 0 and x(.A UB)-= X(J4) 0 x(B), 
3. Afc / _4 =» x(i4fc) / ' x ( A ) . 
A mapping x satisfying only 1. and 2. is called a finitely-additive n-dimensional 
observable. In the sequel, 'observable' without any adjective means 'one-dimensional 
observable'. These are the simplest examples of observables: 
Example 7. Assume that a probability space (fi, A, P) is given and let T4 be the 
Lukasiewicz tribe on fi as defined in Example 1. For any random variable £ : Q —> X, 
an observable x : B —> 7^ can be defined by x(i?) := If--(B) for any B e B, where 
£~X(B) := {u e fi : £(u) e B}. Moreover, a mapping P$ : B »-> P(f - 1( .B)) is a 
probability measure on X which is called a probability distribution of £. 
Example 8. Let fi be a singleton set. Then [0, l ] n is a Lukasiewicz tribe (so called 
tribe of constants). Tribe of constants can be obviously identified with the interval 
[0,1] equipped with the Lukasiewicz t-conorm and the standard complement. Then 
any observable P : B —> [0, l p is a probability measure. 
For any state and an observable on a Lukasiewicz tribe one can also find its 
'distribution': let x be an n-dimensional observable on T and m be a state on T. 
Consider a mapping mx : B
n —• [0,1] such that 
mx(B):=m(x(B)), BeB
n. 
It straightforwardly follows from the definition of a state and an observable that mx 
is a probability measure on Xn. 
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Remark 1. If T is a Lukasiewicz tribe on ft = [0,1], then each fuzzy set f e T 
can be interpreted as an imprecise of some uncertainty function; for example, T 
contains fuzzy sets smalLprobability, medium-probability e tc Then any observable 
x : B —> T can be naturally conceived as some 'fuzzy set-valued probability'. 
Assume there are given n observables x i , . . . , x n on the full tribe T. A joint 
(n-dimensional) observable of x i , . . . , x n is any n-dimensional observable xi...n such 




where the symbol fj denotes the usual pointwise multiplication of reals. A joint 
observable always exists [10]. Have in mind that indices in £i...n do not commute! 
For example, given two observables 'xi,-C2, their joint observables x\2 and X21 are 
generally different. 
Remark 2. The construction of joint observable is analogous to that of random 
vector. Notice that neither individual components of random vectors commute: if 
£1,^2 - -~- —• K are random variables, then (£1,^2) 7̂  (£2?£i) in general. 
There are many different definitions of an observable on Lukasiewicz tribes (or 
MV-algebras) in the literature. For example, an 'observable' according to Riecan 
and Mundici [10] is a mapping from Borel sets B(M) satisfying the three properties 
above. Pulmannova [9] considers an 'observable' to be only finitely-additive and 
defined on a Boolean algebra. The approach proposed in this paper is not so general 
from an algebraic viewpoint yet guaranteeing that some of the classical constructions 
with observables are possible as further explained in Section 3. 
3. CONSTRUCTIONS OF OBSERVABLES 
Let us consider a collection {fi}i£i, where J is an index set and fi is a fuzzy set on 
ft. Then there is always at least one Lukasiewicz tribe T containing the collection 
{fi}iei- it is the full tribe AA, where A is some cr-algebra of subsets of ft. Moreover, 
due to Example 4, at least one state can be defined on the Lukasiewicz tribe T. A 
naturally arising question is whether there can also be defined at least a finitely-
additive observable x : B —> T such that its range contains the collection {fi}izi- If 
such an observable x exists, then, using the terminology of quantum logics, we say 
that the collection {fi}iei is coexistent 
Proposition 1. Any at most countable collection of fuzzy sets {fi}iei 1s coexis-
tent. 
P r o o f . A proof for the countable case is to be found in [9]. Assume that I 
is finite. The idea of the proof is the classical construction appearing in quantum 
logics [13] and probability on MV-algebras [9]. For a convenience, assume that 
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/ i / 0, / i ^ 1, i G I. Let T be a Lukasiewicz tribe such that {fi}iei Q T. 
The proof is based on Lemma 1 in [9]: we can find a finite collection of fuzzy sets 
{9j}j£j £ T {dj + 0,9j ^ 1) such that 
j€J 
and for any i G I, 
fi=^2 9ji f° r some J[ C J. 
ieJi 
Consider a finite set of real numbers {aj}jej such that ai < aj for all j G J . Define 
a mapping x : #(R) —> T such that 
x : B ^ Q) 9k-
k.cikZB 
Then x(R) = 1. If A,B G i?(M) are disjoint, then it immediately follows that 
x(A) ® x(B) = 0 and x(./l U B) = x(A) @ x(B). The mapping x is a finitely-
additive observable which is not an observable. Indeed, let 6n G R / op Then 
(-oo,ai] = UnEN(-°°>M a n d 
\J x((-oo, 6n)) = 0 ^ gi = x((-oo, ai]). 
nGN 
Finally, it is easy to see the collection {fi}i^i is contained in the range of x. • 
Unfortunately, in order to guarantee coexistency, we can not always restrict our-
selves on observables defined on Borel sets of Euclidean space R or, for example, any 
other separable space. This can't even be done when proving the coexistency of any 
countable subset of a Lukasiewicz tribe. Moreover, it is a well-known fact [4] that 
card.8(.K) = c, where B(X) is the Borel cr-algebra of subsets of a separable space 
X. If card{/i}iG/ > c, then there obviously doesn't exist any observable defined on 
B(X) such that {fi}i^i is contained in the range of x. Nevertheless, it can be proven 
[9] for any non-empty set O that [0, l ] n is contained in the range of an observable. 
3.1. Random vectors and joint observables 
Let £ i , . . . ,£n be X-valued random variables defined on ft. Then a random vector 
(n-dimensional random variable) T is a mapping T : $7 —> Xn such that T(u) = 
(£I(CJ), . . . ,£n(cj)). An image of u G Q, is an n-tuple T(u) = ( a i , . . . , a n ) G X
n. 
Let us compare the previous concept with the definition of a joint observable. 
For any i = 1 , . . . , n, let Xi : B —> T be an observable on the full tribe T'. A joint 
n-dimensional observable xi...n is also a mapping into T. Intuitively, this is quite 
counterintuitive at first sight: for example, let us consider two observables height 
and mass each of them characterizing some real-world object in terms of fuzzy 
sets. These fuzzy sets are of course different and defined on different domains. It is 
natural to expect that a joint observable that is composed from the two observables 
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above describes all the two properties simultaneously. On the other hand, all the 
observables and a joint observable share the same range T according to the definition. 
A simple technique that resolves this seeming inconvenience is thus presented in the 
next section. 
3.2. A construction of joint observable 
In the sequel, for any i < n, n G N, let 7̂  be a Lukasiewicz tribe on a non-empty 
given set Hi and let an observable x\ : B —> % be given on each 7*. Consider further 
v y Tl 
the full tribe T on fi = X i==i^i and, for any i < n, a mapping Xi : B —> T such 
that for any B G B: 
Xi(B) : (ui,...,Ui,...,un) ^x't(B)(ui), (1) 
where x'^B)^^ is a value of x[(B) at a point Uj,. The definition above makes sense 
as any 7^v-measurable fuzzy set (image of x'{) is a T
v-measurable fuzzy set (image of 
Xi). The following proposition is an immediate consequence of (1) and the definition 
of an observable. 
Proposition 2. Xi is an observable on the full tribe T. 
All the observables x\ which were primarily defined on the different Lukasiewicz 
tribes % are now naturally extended on T by the formula (1): an image 
/ ( w i , . . . , W i , . . . , c j n ) =Xi(B) 
o f B G B(M) such that x'{(B) = f(uj) is only a function of Ui, i. e. 
f(ui,...,Ui,...,un) = f(ui), (ui,...,un) G SI 
This concept can be justified as follows: any observable Xi is one-dimensional and 
thus should express only a property of a single kind (e. g., either height or mass). Its 
values can be therefore viewed as fuzzy subsets of only the universe Qi disregarding 
other universes Slj,j ^ i. 
Consider now a joint n-dimensional observable £i...n of x\,..., xn defined on B
n. 
Then for any B\,..., Bn G B: 
n 
zi...n yXi=lBij =-PJxi(J3t) = f(ui,...,un). 
i=l 
It follows from the definition of observables Xi that 
f(uл,...,wn) = Y[fi(uл), 
i = l 
where fi =Xi(Bi). 
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4. CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE OF OBSERVABLES 
In order to demonstrate the expressional power of the presented uncertainty theory, 
a more complex property - so called conditional independence - will be defined for 
observables and semi-graphoid properties (see below) will be proven. There exist 
definitions of conditional independence based on a variety of uncertainty formal-
izations, e.g. classical probability theory [5], possibility theory [14]. At first, an 
appropriate approach to independence and conditioning must be established. For 
the sake of simplicity, all observables appearing in the rest of the paper are defined 
on the Borel sets of R. 
4 .1 . Independence 
Let T be the full tribe with a state m and xi,...,xn be observables on T. Fuzzy 
sets / 1 , f2 G T are called independent if 
m(h • h) = m(h)m(f2). (2) 
The use of the product t-norm • instead of any other t-norm can be reasonably 
justified [16]. We say that observables x\,x2 are independent if there exists a joint 
observable Xi2 such that for all A, B G 
mXl2(A x B) = mXl(A)mX2(B). (3) 
The independence of more than two observables is defined analogously. Notice that 
the independence of observables does not depend on their ordering. 
4.2. Cond it ioning 
The simplest way of conditioning in classical probability theory is based on two 
events. Generalizing this to two fuzzy sets / i , f2 G T, where T is the full tribe with 
a state m, we say that a real number m(f\g) is a conditional state if m(f\g) is a 
solution of the equation 
m(g)m(f\g) = m(f-g). (4) 
A more general approach to conditioning in probability theory on fuzzy sets 
follows the same line of reasoning as that of conditioning by a random variable 
in classical probability. Let us only briefly recall the definition of a conditional 
probability given a random variable. Let (f2, A, P) be a probability space, A e A 
and f : tt - > R b e a random variable. Borel measurable function P(A\£) : R —> R is 
called a version of conditional probability of A given £, if for every B G B(M): 
f P(A\OdP( = P(Anr\B)). 
JB 
(5) 
The following Definition 1 of a conditional state is only a minor modification of 
the one appearing in [15] - any n-dimensional observable can be in the condition. 
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Definition 1. Let T be the full tribe with a state m and x be an n-dimensional 
observable on T. For any fuzzy set / G T we say that a Borel measurable function 
Kf : Rn —> R is a version of conditional state of / given x, if for all B G B(Rn): 
/ Kf dmx = m(f -x(B)). (6) 
JB 
The existence and mx-a.e. uniqueness of Kf was proven in [15] as a consequence 
of Radon-Nikodym Theorem. A version of conditional state Kf of / given an n-
dimensional observable x will be denoted m(f\x) - bear in mind that m(f\x) is a 
real function of n real arguments. The proposition below guarantees the desired 
properties of m(f\x): see [15] and [3] for a proof. 
Proposition 3. Any version of conditional state of / given an n-dimensional ob-
servable x satisfies these properties mx-a.e.: 
1. m(0\x) = 0 , m(l\x) = 1, 
2. 0 < m(f\x) < 1, 
3. for any f,g eT, m(f ® g\x) = m(f\x) + m(g\x) - m(f ® g\x), 
4. if / ® g = 0, then m(f © g\x) = m(f\x) + m(g\x), 
5. if fn / / , then m(fn\x) / m(f\x), 
6. if / < #, then m(f\x) < m(g\x). 
Example 9. Consider the full tribe B(R)A on R and the observable x on B(R)A 
such that 
x: B\->1B. 
For any 1U G 0(R)A , m(I^|x) = 1A mx-a.e. since 
/ m(lA\x) dmx = m(lA ' x(B)) = m(IUnB) -rnx(AnB) = / 1A dmx , 
JB JB 
for any B G B(R). 
Example 10. Let x be an observable on the full tribe T such that x is concentrated 
at a point a G R, that is x({a}) = 1. Then for any / eT: 
m(f\x) = m(f) mx-a.e. 
Indeed, for any B G B(R): 
/ m(f) dmx = m(f)mx(B) = m(f • x(B)) = I m(f\x) dmx. 
JB JB 
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Example 11 . For any n G N, let {ai}i<n be a finite set of real numbers and 
{gi}i<n G T, where ^2i<ng% = 1. The last condition evidently implies 
9j ®gk = 0, j , k<n. (7) 
Now, the assignment 
x : { a j \-* g{, i < n, 
completely determines the finitely-additive observable x on T. Notice that x is 
concentrated at the set {ai}i<n, that is x({ai}i<n) = 1. Then for any / E T : 
™C/» = Y2 m(f\9i)l{ai} mx-a.e., 
where m(f\gi) G R i s a conditional state defined in (4). Let us verify the equality 
above. For any B G B(R): 
~ ' (8) / y2
m(f\9i)hai} dmx = ]Pm(/ |0 ť ) / dma 
If B n {ai}i<n = 0, then m(/ • x(5)) = m(/ • 0) = 0 which is evidently equal to (8). 
If B fl {ai}i<n = {o>ij}j<p for some p <n, then (8) is further equal to 
^2m(f\9ii)m(9ii) = ^2m(f ' 9ij) (9) 
3<P 3<P 
Employing the property (7), the expression (9) equals 
m\®f'9ij\ = m | / - 0 f l i i J =m(f-x(B)), 
\3<P ) \ 3<P J 
which finishes the verification. 
It is an open problem under which conditions for any u G W1 a version of condi­
tional state can be chosen within its equivalence class such that m(.\x)(u) is a state 
on T. In classical probability theory, this selection can be carried out only under 
certain topological assumptions [6]: namely, if a probability space (tt,A, P) is such 
that ft is a separable complete metric space endowed with Borel cr-algebra A, then 
for any real random variable £ and any w E R a version of conditional probability can 
be chosen within its equivalence class such that P(.\£)(u) is a probability measure 
on ft. 
In the rest of this section, two important lemmas are stated: they will be utilized 
later when proving various properties of conditional independence. In fact, the first 
one is a 'weaker' definition of a conditional state. 
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Lemma 1. Let T be the full tribe with a state m and x be an n-dimensional 
observable on T. Let A C B(Rn) be a family of sets containing Rn and closed with 
respect to finite intersections such that the cr-algebra generated by A coincides with 
B(Rn), i. e. a (A) = B(Rn). Then Kf is a version of conditional state of / given x if 
and only if for all B £ A: 
L Kf ámx = m(f • x(B)). (10) 
P r o o f . The first implication is trivial. To prove that (10) is also the sufficient 
condition, let 
M:=f,Be B(Rn) : / Kf dmx = m(f • x(B))\ . 
The inclusion A Q M follows directly from the assumption. We demonstrate that 
M is an additive system, i.e. 
1. Rn G M, 
2. B\,B2eM,B\nB2 = V\ => B\UB2eM, 
3. B\,B2 eM,B\ DB2=> B\\B2 G M, 
4. Bn eM,Bn/ B^B eM. 
Assume that B\,B2 G M with B\C\B2 = 0. It follows from basic properties of states 
and observables that 
/ Kf dmx = / Kf dmx + / Kf dmx = m(f • x(B\)) + m(f • x(B2)) 
JBiUB2 JBl -1B2 
= m(f • x(B\) + f • x(B2)) = m(f - (x(B\) + x(B2))) = m(f • x(B\ U B2)). 
Let now B\,B2 G M and B\~D B2. We obtain 
/ Kf dmx = Kf dmx - / Kf dmx = m(f • x(B\)) - m(f • x(B2)) 
JB1\B2 JBi JB2 
= m(f • x(B\) - f - x(B2)) = m(f • (x(B\) - x(B2))) = m(f - x(B\ \ B2)). 
Suppose finally Bn / B, Bne M. Then 
/ Kf dmx = / KfI\j Bn d^ix = lim / KflBn dmx 
JB JR U n-^ooJR 
= lim / Kf dmx = lim m(f • x(Bn)) = m(f-x(B)). 
71—•CO / ^ 71—+OO 
The family 7W is thus indeed an additive system and since the least additive system 
containing A coincides with a(A) = B(Rn) (see, e.g., [12]), we have M = B(Rn). • 
In the lemma below as well as in the rest of the paper we utilize the following 
property of Lebesgue integral. Let A\,A2 be a cr-algebra of subsets of £l\ and Q2, 
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respectively, and suppose that ji is a measure on the product cr-algebra A of A\ and 
A<i- Let a so called marginal measure v be defined on A\ as v(A) := fi(A x f^) 
for every A G A\. Every .Ai-measurable real function h on £l\ can be viewed as 
A-measurable real function on Q\ x ^ and h is integrable with respect to v iff it is 
integrable with respect to \x and for any A G A\: 
/ h d/i = / h dv. 
J AxCt2 JA 
The second lemma states that an integral of a product of some conditional state 
with a measurable function g can be represented only as a certain integral of g. 
Lemma 2. Let T be the full tribe with a state m and x,y be n-dimensional and 
fc-dimensional observables on T, respectively. Let further z be a joint observable 
of y and x, i.e. z(E x F) = y(E) - x(F) for any E G £(Rfc) and F G tf(Rn). If 
A G S(Rfc) and Ky(A) 1
s a version of conditional state of y(A) given x, then for any 
non-negative /3(Rn)-measurable function g the following equality is satisfied for all 
B G B(Rn): 
/ Ky(A)gdmx= / gdmz. (11) 
JB JAxB 
P r o o f . Let us follow the idea used for a construction of Lebesgue integral. 
1. Let g = I c , C G £(R
n).. Then for any B G B(Rn): 
/ Ky(>i)-Ic dmx = / Ky(A) dmx = m(y(A) • x(B n C)) 
JB JBnC 
= m(z(A x ( 5 n C)) = mz(A x(BnC))= [ dmz 
JAx(BnC) 
= / dmz = / IiRfcxC dm2 = / I c dmz. 
J(AxB)n(RkxC) JAxB JAXB 
2. Let g be a non-negative simple function, that is g = S i = i a ^ C i » a* — 0> 
Ci G S(Rn) and C{ nCj = 0 for ij < IV, i ^ j . Then the assertion follows 
from linearity of Lebesgue integral using the same technique as in the previous 
case. 
3. Consider a non-negative #(Rn)-measurable function g. Since gi / g, where 
gi are non-negative simple functions, Monotone Convergence Theorem proves 
the general case: 
/ KV(A) lim gi dmx= lim / Ky<A)9i dmx= lim / gi dmz= I g dmz. 
JB
 yv ' i -oo i-^°°JB 1-^°°JAXB JAXB 
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4.3. Conditional independence 
Probabilistic conditional independence (see, e.g. [5], [11]) is briefly summarized at 
first. Let (ft,.4,P) be a probability space and ^1,6,^3 be real random variables on 
ft. £1 and £2 are said to be conditionally independent given £3 with respect to P , if 
foranyA,J5E/3(R): 
P{£T\A) ri&HBM) = PKr1(i4)|6)P«2"
1(B)|&) Pfo-a.e. (12) 
In fact, (12) is satisfied iff for any A e'B(R): 
^ r 1 ( ^ ) l ( 6 , 6 ) ) = PKr1(i4)|e3) P«a,Cs)-a.e. (13) 
£1 J l £2 I £3 [P] stands for '£1 and £2 are conditionally independent given £3 with 
respect to P ' and the symbol [P] is usually omitted. It is well-known that conditional 
independence satisfies significant properties (so called semi-graphoid properties) as 
a ternary relation of random variables. They are: 
1. £1 iL £2 I £3 => £2 J l £1 I £3 (symmetry) 
2. £1 iL (£2,£4) I £3 => £1 iL £4 I £3 (decomposition) 
3. £1 iL (£2,£4) I £3 => £1 iL £2 I (£4, £3) (weak union) 
4. £1 iL £2 I (£3,£4) & £1 iL £3 I £4 => £1 J l (£2,£3) I £4 (contraction) 
The relation (12) is a starting point for definition of conditional independence for 
observables. 
Definition 2. Let T be the full tribe with a state m and x\,X2,xs be one-
dimensional observables on T. Observables x\ and x2 are conditionally independent 
given an observable X3 with respect to m, if for all A , B E B(R): 
m(xi(A) • x2(B)\x3) = m(xi(.A)|x3) m(x2(J3)|x3) mX3-a.e. (14) 
x\ J l X2 I X3 [m] stands for 'x\ and x2 are conditionally independent given X3 
with respect to m' and the symbol [m] is usually omitted. Notice that this definition 
indeed generalizes a notion of independence (3) for observables. 
Proposition 4. The following three assertions are equivalent: 
1. xi J l x2 I x3, 
2. for any A G B(R) : 
m(x1(A)\x23)(u,v) = m(xi(A)\x3)(v) mX23-a.e., (15) 
3. for any A G B(R), there exists a tf(]R)-measurable function K(V) such that: 
m(xi(A)\x23)(u,v) = «(v) mX23-a.e. (16) 
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P r o o f . Let us verify all implications: 
l-==->2. 
It has to be demonstrated that m(x\(A)\x3) is a version of m(:ri(A) 1.2:23) for any 
A G B(R). Due to Lemma 1, it suffices to show the mX23-a.e. equality for integrals 
of conditional states over measurable rectangles. For all E,F,Ae B(R): 
L m(xi(A)\x23) dmX23 = m(xi(A) • x2(E) • x3(F)) 'ExF 
= / m(xi(A) • x2(E)\x3) dmX3 = / m(xi(A)\x3)m(x2(E)\x3) dm, 
JF JF 
Employing Lemma 2 with g = m(x\(A)\x3), we can finally write 
/ m(xi(A)\x3)m(x2(E)\x3) dmX3 = I m(xi(A)\x3) dmX23. 
JF JEXF 
2. => 1. 
Again due to Lemma 2, we can write for all E,A,B€ B(R): 
/ m(xi(A)\x3)m(x2(B)\x3) dmX3 = I m(xi(A)\x3) dm, 
JE JBXE 
= / m(:ri(,4)|x23) dmX23 = m(xi(A) • x2(B) • x3(E)) 
JBXE 





Put n(v) = m(xi(A)\x3)(v). 
3.=>2. 
Assume that such n exists. We will show 
K(V) = m(x\(A)\x3)(v) mX3-a.e.. 
For all A,B e 
/ K dmX3 = / ndmX23 = m(xi(A) • x23(Rx B)) =m(xi(A) • x3(B)). 
JB JRXB 
D 
The next theorem is important as it justifies the use of a notion 'conditional 
independence' for the ternary relation introduced above for observables. The proof 
of 2 — 4 already appeared in [3] but we repeat this construction in order to keep the 
paper self-contained. 
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Theorem 1. Conditional independence of observables satisfies semi-graphoid ax-
ioms: 
1. xi JL x2 | x3 => x2 JL x\ | x3 
2. x\ JL x24 \x3 => x\ ALx4\x3 
3. x\ JL x24 | x3 => xi JL x2 | x43 
4. x\ ALx2 \ x34 Sz x\ JL x3 \ x4 => xi JL x23 | x4. 
P r o o f . Let us verify all four assertions. 
1. For any Ay B G B(R), this equality is satisfied mX3-a.e.: 
m(x2(B) • x\(A)\x3) = m(x\(A) • x2(JB)|x3) = m(xi(A)|x3) m(x2(B)|x3). 
2. Since considering a Borel set is equivalent to considering any fuzzy set from the 
range of a given observable, a purely formal convention is made that whenever 
we write only m(/ |x) , / is exactly an arbitrary (but fixed) value (fuzzy set) of 
the observable x i . 
We show that the assumption 
m(/ |x 2 4 3 ) = m(/ |x 3 ) mX243-a.e. (17) 
implies mX 4 3-a.e. equality of m(/ |x 4 3) and m(/ |x 3 ) . For any B G B(R
2): 
m(/ |x 4 3 ) dmX43 = m(f • x43(B)) = m(f • x243(R x B)) 
= / ™(/|x243) dmX243 = / m(/ |x3) dmX243 = / m( / |x 3 ) dmX43, 
JRxB JRxB JB 
and therefore xi JL x4 | x3 . 
3. The assumption is equivalent to (17). We have already proved in step 2 that 
m(f\x43) = m(/ |x 3) mX43-a.e. (18) 
Comparing (17) and (18), we get the mX243-a.e. equality of m(/ |x 2 4 3 ) and 
m(/ |x 4 3 ) . Hence xi JL x2 | x43 . 
4. According to the assumptions, 
m(/ |x 2 3 4 ) = m(/ |x 3 4) mX234-a.e. (19) 
and 
™(/l*34) = m(/ |x 4) mX34-a.e. (20) 
Immediately from (19) and (20), the equality 
m(/ |x 2 3 4 ) = m(/ |x 4 ) mX234-a.e. 
is obtained and thus xi JL x23 | x4.
 a 
/ . 
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In classical probability theory, it is natura l t ha t indices in decomposition and 
weak union property can be interchanged so tha t 
&-L (6 ,& ) |& =*> 6 - - - 6 I 6 , 
6-U-(6,6) 16 => 6---61 (6,6) 
are also satisfied. The proposition below states an analogous result. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5. The following two implications hold true: 
1. Xi AL £24 I x3 => Xi AL x2 \ x3 
2. x\ AL x24 \x3 ==> x\ AL x4 \ x23. 
P r o o f . Let us suppose t ha t 
m( / | x 2 43) = m ( / | x 3 ) mX 2 4 3-a.e. (21) 
Due to Lemma 1, it is enough to show tha t 
m ( / | x 2 3 ) = m ( / | x 3 ) mX 2 3-a.e. (22) 
holds t rue on measurable rectangles. For all E,F £ B(R): 
m(f\x23) dmX23 = m(f • x23(E x F)) = m(f • x2(E) • x 4 (R) • x3(F)) I 
JExF 
= m(f • x243(E x R x F)) = / m ( / | x 2 4 3 ) dmX 2 4 3 
JExRxF 
= / m(f\x3) dmX243 = m(f\x3)dmX23. 
JExRxF JEXF 
To prove the second par t of the proposition, assume again 
m( / | x 2 43) = m(f\x3) mX 2 4 3-a.e. (23) 
Due to the first par t of the proposition, we obtain 
m ( / | x 2 3 ) = m ( / | x 3 ) mX 2 3-a.e. . (24) 
Prom (23) and (24), 
m( / | x 2 43) = m(/|_523) mX 2 4 3-a.e. (25) 
For a n y _ 5 , F , G G B ( R ) : 
/ , 
m(/|x423) ^ „ 3 = m(f • x4(E) • x2(F) • x3(G)) 
ExFxG 
VX2AZ = / m( / | x 2 43) dmX 2 4 3 = / m ( / | x 2 3 ) dmx 
JFxExG JFXEXG 
= / m ( / | x 2 3 ) dmX 4 2 3 . 
JExFxG 
Hence x\ AL x4 \ x23.
 D 
Conditional independence of observables is further demonstra ted on examples 
below. 
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E x a m p l e 12 . Let a probability space (£l,A, P) and three real random variables 
fi> £2? £3 on (^> A -P) be given such tha t £1 J i £2 | £3 [P] and let T be a Lukasiewicz 
tribe on fi. Three observables on the Lukasiewicz tribe are defined for any B G B(M) 
by the assignment 
X i ( . B ) : = I c i ( B ) , 1 = 1,2,3. (26) 
According to Example 6, a mapping m defined for any / G T by m ( / ) := J Q / d P 
is a s ta te on the Lukasiewicz tr ibe. Let us assume tha t x i = IA» -4 G B(R). Since 
mX3 = Pf3 and for any B G 
f m(lA\x3) dmX3 = m(lAx3(B)) = m(lAnC-i{B)) = P(An^
l(B)), 
J B 
w e h a v e m ( l A | x 3 ) = P(A\£3) P ^ - a . e . Analogously, the P(f2,f3)-a.e. equality m(IU 1-̂ 23) 
= P(A|(£2,£3)) is obtained. Furthermore, because mX23 = P(e2^3)
 a n d m(IU|x23) = 
m(I>i|a:3) m j ^ - a . e . , the relation x\ AL X2 \ x3 [m] is finally attained. 
E x a m p l e 1 3 . Assuming tha t random variables £1,62,63 from Example 12 are 
not conditionally independent with respect to P , we obviously obtain observables 
xi,X2,a;3 which are not conditionally independent with respect to m. 
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